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In the conterf of iterative idenMcatwn and control. where the control
objective is to maximize the bandwidth of the closed-loop system while
achieving step racking, we provide a methodology that achieves this goal
for stable systems.
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In this paper we examine a number of crucial
questions that arise in this approach. When can
one redesign the controller and expand the
closed-loop bandwidth. without re-identifying;
When should one re-identify? What does one
want to identify in the re-identification process?
What can one identify in the re-idenWiation
process? How can an identitied model be
verified against the desired purpose? W
ill
re-identification always lead to improved closedloop performance? Attention is restricted to
strictly proper stable plants with no finite zeros
on the imaginary axis. Extensions to more
general situations are currently under investigation (see Campi er d.,1994).
1.2. Stmcmre of the paper
In Section 2 we describe the Ihic design state
of the windsurfer approach and show that it is
safe to increase the designed dosed-loop
bandwidth gradually if the plant is stabilized by
the &sting controller. Section 2 also introduces
some of the key concepts and notation used in
the paper. Proputies of good models for the
windsurfer approach are established in Section 3.
The controi-relevant system identification
method employed by the windsurfer approach is
described in Section 4. Conditions necessary for
identifying a good model and methods for
verifying experimentally that an identiiied model
is suitable for the desired purpose (or othenvise)
will be given. In Section 5 we study mechanisms
that may influence the iterative identification and
control design of the windsurfer approach.
Situations that may lead to the premature
termination of the iterative process wiU be
indicated. In Section 6 two methods for model
validation are described. A procedure for the
identification of a better model while avoiding
the potential danger of causing instability in the
actual closed-loop system wiU then be suggested.
Conditions under which the performance robustness of a closed-loop system can be improved
through the windsurfer approach are discussed
in Section 7. A simulation example is presented
in Section 8. We condude the paper in Section 9.

In this section we describe a closed-loop
system where, on the basis of a saictly proper
stable model, a sequence of controllers is
designed for a strictly proper stable plant. This
description also introduces some of the key
concepts and notation used in this paper. In
particular. Section 2.1 outlines the IMC method
in the manner that it is applied in the convol
design step of the windsurfer approach. The

concepts of nominal performance and robust
Stabili~are then introduced. In Secuon 2.2 it is
shown that we can increase the designed
closed-loop bandwidth of the system. while
maintaining the stability of the actual closedloop system. if the increment is sufficiently small.
We conclude this section with a debition of
performance robustness relevant to the windsurfer approach.

21. Controller design in the windsurfer approach
The IMC method is applied in the control
design step of the windsurfer approach where
the reference input is a step function. Although
the IMC method is generally applicable to the
case where the plant and the models are not
neeessariy stable, we restrict ourselves to the
case where the plant and the models are strictly
proper and stable. In this situation the designed
dosed-loop bandwidth of the system is determined by a single design parameter.
Consider a closed-loop system as shown in Fig.
1, whe1e.G is the transfer function of a strictly
proper stable plant. A sequence of such models
(identified from data obtained in closed-loop)
eventuates in the windsurfer approach. We use
Gj to denote the ith member in the sequence of
strictly proper stable models {Go,GI,Ga }.
On the basis of GI, a finite sequence of
controllers
K:,.,.,K f ) is designed such
that, while keeping the dosed-loop frequency
responses approximatey fiat within the pass
bands, the corresponding ciosed-loop bandwidths
fom
an increasing sequence
{A:, Af,. ..,A& Note that we shaU in general
use K, to denote one of the controllers in the
sequence {fl,K:. ..,KQ when it is immaterial
to the discussion which particular controller is
involved. Figure 1 shows that

,...

{e,

.

with Qi defined in the IMC method by

Fig. I. Internal model wnml structure.
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where [G;], is the minimum-phose factor of G;.
and

subsection. we say that the one with a larger
value of A, has a better nominal performance.

is a suitable IMC filter when the model is stable
and when the reference input is a step function.
The integer n of the IMC fitter is chosen such
that Q;is proper. The design parameter A; must
be chosen such that the acrual dosed-loop
rrmfer fmccrin

2.2 Improving nominal performance while
maintaining srabifdy
In Section 2.1 we have indicated that a
closed-loop system may not have robust stability
when A, becomes too large. Since the objective
of the windsurfer approach is to increase the
closed-loop bandwidth to a speciliced value, the
following question appears naturally:

'I;=-

TK;

1 + GKi

is stable.
It can be shown that the designed closed-loop
tramfir jimdion

When can the dosed-loop bandwidth be
inneased with safery; that is, wirhout lasing
robust srubilify, while retaining the use of the
model Gi?
To. answer the above question, we r e d from
Lee et aL (1993)that if (corresponding to A,) is
stable.then there exists a strictly proper transfer
function Ri such that

can be written as
It can then be shown that

-z

where [G,].is the all-pass factor associated with

G;.
Remarks.
Since [G;].(jo) does not affect the mapnitude
of z(jm), it is clear that /Z(jm)] is 5 t in its
passband and At is the dsigned closed-loop
bandwidth with an attenuation of -3n dB.

Note that the system becomes open-loop when
A; approaches zero. Smce G is stable, it is
always possible to make i;stable by choosing
a s W e n t l y small A;.

is the error in the closed-loop
where $ =
transfer function induced by the error in the
model G, when the designed closed-loop
bandwidth is A,
Suppose that the designed closed-loop bandwidth is increased to A; > A,; then, corresponding
to A;, we can write

z Q;(l - T;)R;,
=

where

S i Q; and F; are stable by design, F: and T:
are stable if and only3 R,' is stable. However, R;
is stable if Af A, >0 is sufiiendy s m d Hence
we have the following concIusion.

-

Although the designed. dosed-loop transfer
function
is always well behaved, the actual
closed-loop transfer function 'I; may become
unstable when A, is too large. We introduce.the
foilowing definitions.

Conchion 1. We can inkease the designed
closed-loop bandwidth cauiousLy if the existing
closed-Loop system has robust stability.

Definition 1. The designed closed-loop system
involving K,has mbun sta62ty if the stabiity of
% implies the stabiity of T,. K; is said to
robustly stabilize G;..

response to the reference input could be
siguificantly different from that of
if, relative
to the frequencies where Gi has sign5cant
errors, A, is not sufbciently small. To address this
issue, we now introduce the concept of robust
performance that is relevant to the windsurfer
approach.

DeJinbion 2 For any two closed-loop systems
designed by the method described in this

Remurk. Note that even when l; is stable. its

z,

Definirion 3. With respect to the given reference
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input r and a specified finite (usually suitablv
small) u >0. the closed-loop system is said to
have robust performance with designed closedloop bandwidth At if and only if

~ ~ ~ 1 1 w ~ u.
llt1
where s = z r is the tracking error.
Remarks.
.Robust stability is necessary for robust
performance, but it is not s a c i e n t
It is important to note that a closed-loop
system may have high nominal performauce
(large &) but poor robust performance
(J, > o),and vice versa
For a model with signiscant modelling errors
in the high-Frequency region, the closed-loop
system can be designed to have good. robust
performance if the designed closed-loop
bandwidth is sufiiciently small
While A[ is being increased, a stage can be
reached (before the occurrence of instability)
where, because of the modelling emors
associated with G, making a signiscant
conaibution to 4,the performance robustness
has deteriorated beyond an acceptable level.
At this. stage the designed closed-loop
bandwidth is Ai = A $and we decide to obtain a
more accurate model G,,, before continuing
to open up the bandwidth.
3. PROPERTIES OF GOOD MODELS

In Section 22 we have concluded that when
~erf0-w
robusmess of the closed-Imp
system has deteriorated beyond an acceptable
level, it is necessary to identify a model better
than the existine one before the desimed
dosed-Ioop bandwidth can be inaeased &rf
It is clear from Section 2 2 that we can
increase the designed closed-loop bandwidth as
long as t h e closed-loop system has robust
. performance. Therefore it is natural that, when
the closed-loop system looses robust performance, we attept to seek a new model that will
allow robust performance of the closed-loop
system to be . restored. through controller
redesigp (while the designed closed-loop bandwidth remains unchanged). This prompts us to
ask the following question.
What wouki we like to identify, in order that,
with the aew model, robust performance of
the closed-loop system can be improved
through controller redesign?
Before we proceed to answer the last question.
we should observe that each stage of the
windsurfer approach involves an existing model

Gi and an updated model G.,,. Since every stage
of the iteration proceeds in a similar fashion, it
su%ces to discuss only the stage where i=O.
Therefore we shall denote the existing model by
Goand the updated model by GI. Tbis system of
notation will cany over to all transfer functions
and signals involved in the following discussions.
Suppose that Gl is identified when A. has
reached A&. A new controlier # will then be
designed on the basis of GI such that A! has the
same value as A/O. Obviously, we should like
llT'yr\[: to be smaL By using (1)-(5).
with appropriate adjustments made to the
notation, we can write Ty= C-C as

e=

Clearly, it is necessary that Ty be stable. Since
G - GI is unknown, we conclude the following.
Conclusion 2 We wouid like to identify G via a
Gl of dticient ac~lracysuch that the model GI
satis6e.s the sufiicient condition of robust stabity

Furthermore, we observe that the magnitude of
the designed SensitiVitV function 1in the
right band side of -(8) could apprcach a
maenihlde sidcantlv
meater than oneif G.
unsmble zeros '~-thin the p&md
oi
have a small
?= fl[~,]..Xn order that
magnitude, we reqwe in addition to the above
stabfity condition the following.
7

-

-

Conclusion 3. We would like to identify G via a
GI of sufficient accuracy such that

is sufficiently small for all frequencies above the
lesser of the passband of
and thesmallest
critical frequency corresponding to the unst&ble
zeros of
. .
Remarks.

e.

Observe that the unstable zeros of f l b e
those of GI, which, in a sitnation with good
identitication, will be those of the plan: G.
If GI.has unstable zeros located within the
passband of 2,it is likefy that there is a range
where
of frequency within the passband of
the .magnitude of the designed sensitivity

..
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function 1 is significantly greater than
one. This has the following consequences:

4.1. Control-relevant svsrem identification

It was indicated at the end of Section 2.2 that
when the designed dosed-loop bandwidth has
reached a certain value denoted by,'A the robust
performance measure

(1) there is a range of frequency within the

passband of
where the designed system
has poor disturbance rejection and the
measurement noise is not well attenuated:

(2) since the magnitude of the designed
sensitivity function is the inverse of the
distance of the open-loop frequency
response curve from the critical point of
stability at -1 +jO, the designed system
may have poor stability margins and
transient response if the magnitude of the
designed sensitivity hmction is excessively
large near the edge of the system
passband.
For these reasons, we may not' want t o .
increase the designed dosed-loop bandwidth
A, beyond
if GI is found to have unstable
zeros with- critical frequencies within the
passband of F{.
4
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associated with the dosed-loop system designed
on the basis of Go would become excessively
large. It was shown in Section 3 that at this stage,
we like to idenfify a new model GI such that

:

is suffiaently small in an appropriate frequency
range. Unfortunately it is not clear how to
process input-output measurements to determ e GI so that this condition is naturally or
automatically satisfied. To overcome this
diflicult,, we use input-output measurements
and possibly the reference input of the stable
closed-loop system as shown in Fig. 2 to identify
Gt such that

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION IN THE
WINDSURFER APPROACH

Notwithstanding the fact that we have
established in the last section properties of a
good model for the windsurfer approach, it is
important to ask the following question.
What can we identify by using. the system
identEcation procedure embedded in the
windsurfer approach?
In this section we answer this question in three
steps. In Section 4.1 we show that consideration
of the control objective leads to a (closed-loop)
connol-relevant system identification problem
that can be transformed into an open-loop
system identification problem. This transformation is achieved by employing an identification
framework pioneered by Hansen (1989), where,
instead of the plant itsell, a shictly proper stable
transfer function (to be dei~otedby R4) that
parametrizes the plant is identiEd. In Section
4.2 we shall show thatit is possible to identify R{
accurately only if the signal-to-noise ratio of a
certain closed-loop output error resulting from
the existing controller is high* Furthennore, by
recognizing the relation between the sigual
component of the closed-loop output error and
deterioration m robust performance, we can
restate the conditions necessary for obtaining an
accurate estimate of R& in terms of the level of
deterioration in robust performance against the
effect of noise disturbance. In Section 4.3 we
show how to verify iridirectly that an estimate of
R{ is unbiased

.. .

ismmrmaed This closed-loop identification
problem can be transformed into an open-loop
identitication problem by employing Hansen's
(1989) framework of ideatification. We state this
result in the foIIowing theorem. It is a special
case.of Theorem 2 in Lee er aL (1993) when the
plant G and the model Goare stable.
Theorem 1. Let K{= (1 - G,&i)-'a stabilize
G and Go, where
is a proper stable transfer.
function, so that G can be parametrized by a
strictly proper stable transfer function R{ via

Let

Fig. 2. Closed-lwp s~1e.mjust before identilication
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be another model stabilized by K$,where R< is a
strictly proper stable estimate of R, Also define
where a = Q<r, ,3 =A - Gou!,, and u!,and y6 are
respectively the input and output of the plant
resulting from the application of K&. Then 5, can
be expressed as

where

w'o = (1 - T{)He

(12)
is the effect of the noise disturbance e on the
actual closed-loop output

If we define H = (1 - R{&)-lS& where.$ is a
proper stable and inversely stable transfer
function, then the actuai closed-loop system
has Hansen's open-loop representation

p=~b+S!

(13)

From Theorem 1, it is clear that m i r h k h g

has also taken the data filters L into
consideration) for this system identification
problem is
p = R!,E + Y&,
where
a? = L(1- F!,)a,

Since the 'input' u in (13) (and hence ti) is
independent of the noise disturbance e,
identifying R!, and ,S! (or equivalently $) is
an open-loop identitication problem.
We identify R6 and Yg using a prediction error
method (see Ljung, 1987) as shown in Fig. 3.
Data Mters L (typically low-pass) are usually
employed to shape the b i i t r i b u t i o n ofthe
estimates (which is due to under-modelling)
such that the model error is small in the
appropriate frequency range.
We can summarise the above discussions as
follows.

Conduswn 4. We can transform the closed loop
identification of -Ginto an open-bop identification problem for

with respea to GIis equivalent to mhimkhg

IHl- GoQO(8 - B6a)ll:
with respect to
according to

prwided that GI is updated

Note that the appropriate signal model (which

Fig. 3. Identification of R6 and Y&

4.2. Accurate ident$btian of R{
In the following we show that the problem of
identifying R6 accurately can be . solved
effectively (using fiateiy many input-outp~
measurements) if the signal-to-noise ratio of a
certain dosed-loop output error (to be defined
immediately) is high. In particular, the normalized variance for an unbiased estimate of R4.is
small if the signal-to-noise ratio associated with
the closed-loop output error is sufficiently high.
From Fig. 4, we observe that the closed-loop

Fig. 4. Closed-loop output emr.
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output error 5(; is defined as (&=Y/O
- 'TG. By
substituting the expressions for (Y and p into (10)
and noting that

-,
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w& under the condition that the order of the
(denoted by m ) and
discrete-time model for
the number of data (denoted by M ) are large
and the ratio m l M is small. Since

a/,

4,

we can obtain

k'o = argmin
1156- pQi(1- i={)r[l$.
P
Now we can use the fact that
T<)He to write

= T&

-1-

(14)

is the power. spectral density of
we can write
the n o d u e d variance of R{ as
kajw) - ~',(jo)
rn-

~(ldr)

(1-

5'0 = v/,+-w6,

(15)

4 = T&.

(I6)

where

Remark. Note that the tracking e r r o r ~ 6cannot
be measured dienly. It can only be estimated
from the closed-loop output exror .&
It is apparent that v/, is the signal component
in
that carries the useful idonnation about
the existing modelling erron under closed-loop
condition, and 4 is the noise component m 51,
which obstructs the determination of a{.
Therefore we can draw an immediate condusion.

Conduswn 5. We can identify Rfp successfully if
the signal-to-noise ratio associated with the
dosed-loop output error resulting from the
existing controller
is high.

a

We next show that the normalized variance
for an unbiased estimate of Rfp is small in the
frPquency range where the signal-to-noise ratio
associated with the closed-loop output error is
sufficiently high.
By substituting (15) and (16) into (14) and
noting from (7) that Tfp= &(I - i={)&,
we can
write

In practice. we use sampled input-output data to
estimate a diiaete-time model for kfp before
converting it to a. continuowtime iransfer
function. We assume that the erron involved m
this conversion are negligible. Followhg Ljung
11987). we write the variance of an unbiased
istimite of R$ approximately as
E(@6(jw)- R6(jw)12)

-- .
m

%do)
~ f Q 6 ( i ~ ) r i f%(jm)Il2
*A?) '

where @,;(w) is the power spectral density of

-za4(4

for the frequencies where R a w ) # 0.
R-k
For a finite number of data, the
nomahed variance of kfpcan he small only in
the frequency a g e where the signal-to-noise
ratio assodated with the dosed-loop output
,or is s a e n ~ high.
y
We now sunnnarise the above discussion as
follows.
Conclusion 6. We can obtain an unbiased
estimate of Rg with a small no11naIized variance
in a certain frequency range o, S o S y if

(i) the model set used in the estimation of Rfpis
sulliciently general:

(n) for some sufficiently large p>O, the
following condition holds:

It is clear that nothing comes for free,and it is
prudent to ask the following question.
What is the price that we have to pay, in t e r n
of system performance, before a sufticientfy
high signal-to-noise d o of the closed-loop
outputerror can be achieved?
We next show that it is necessary to have a
of deteriomdon in robust perforof noise distur(Riahe to the
bance) before the dosedosedloop
output error can
achieve a
high signalatto-noise ratio.
(12) and (I@, we deduce that
By

cwlevel

,,

a d '0)
L z p f o r o l s o s o Z r 0120,
*w&o)
if and only if
I T ~ ( ~ o ) tlx
I ~->T6(jo)lHCimIiZ.@c(m)
~
(17)
for w l s o s o ,

iee er af.
where a,(&)is the power spectral densitv of the
noise disturbance r. Upon integration. we get

By Paneval's theorem. and noting that w , 20.
we can write
I

I/,=-2 n ~ , ~ ~ ~ G o ) 1 2 *do.
,(w)

~ f >o
Therefore

"j-,-lF&o)IZar(o)dm.

R L is a practicaily unbiased estimate (or an
unfaisified model as discussed in Ljung er aL.
1991) of R',. In this subsection we show how to
infer that R4 is a practically unbiased estimate of
Rb by verifying that (1+GIK5)-)-'G,K/,
is a
practically unbiased estimate of ( 1 +
GK/,)-LGK&
We begin by considering

"

GK&
=(a-l?,"",/,))"l

1

+GK', He.

Clearly, if ( I + GIK{)-'G1K/,is a practically
unbiased estimate of (1+ GK',)-'GK/, then the
power spectral density of 5, should reflect the
effects of the noise disturbance only. We can
perform this verification experimentally after Gl
is obtained (as we describe in Section 6). Now
recall that, if it is necessary to update the mod&
Go,the magnitude of

We can now restate the conditions necessary for
the estimation of R/, as follows.
Conc~usion 7. We can obtain an unbiased
estimate of R', with a small asymptotic
normalized variance in a certain frequency range
of interest (alc w 5 y;ol r 0) if

must be signikmt in a certain frequency range
[atr,014. Therefore. before the model .Go is
updated, both the magnitude of the kequency
weighting &(I- F/,) and the magnitude of R/,
cannot be small in [ o , , oz].Since we can write

(if the model set used in the estimate of Rfo is
s W e n t l y general:
(ii) there is robust performance deterioration
bounded below by

for a sufiiciently large 8 >0.
Remark It is obvious that a problem is ill-posed
if the value of u that specifies the tolerable level
of deterioration in robust perfonnance (see
Definition 3) does not satisfy the inequality

it can easily be deduced that if (I+
GIK{)-'GK', is a practically unbiased estimate
of (1+ GK/,)-'Ga in [a,, y ] then kC, is a
practically unbiased estimate of R', in [o,,wZ].
We can therefore conclude.the following.

Conclusion 8. We can verify that k/, is a
practically unbiased estimate of R', in t o l , 0 2 1 by
verifying experimentally @at (1+ G , g ) - l GIK{
is a practically unbiased estimate of (I+
GK/,)-'GKJin [ o , , oz].
5. MECHANISMS THAT INFLUENCE

PERPORMANCE ROBUSTNESS AND
iDENTmCATION

for a sufiiciently large p > 0.
4.3. Practically unbiased estimation of R/,
In Section 4.2 we have shown that the
normalized variance of k/,can be small if the
signal-to-noise ratio associated with the closedloop output error is sufficiently high. However
normalized variance can be used as a measure of
the quality of an estimate only if the estimate is
unbiased.. It is therefore nnecsssary to verify that

ID t& section we study i;le~hmismthat
influence performance. robustness of systems
designed by the IMC method. We show that
there are three mechanisms that may lead to
deterioration in robust perfonnance. However,
only one of them contributes to the high
signai-to-noise ratio needed for a successfui
estimation of R', These observations allow us to
deduce situations where the iterative identification and control design process may continue or
may terminate premawely.
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Recall that in Section 4.2 we have shown that
certain level of deterioration in robust
performance is necessary before we can attempt
to find a good estimate of R/,. However. we
should ask the following question.
a

Does it mean that. irrespective of the causes.
deterioration in robust performance is always
helpful to the identification of R6?
The answer is obviously no.
With appropriate substitutions in (16) and (12)
respectively. we can obtain

u'o =

G-Go T',
G,

(1 - ?Or,
G-G
Oi"S
Go

1+-

(18)

Since J',= 11&$,
we observe that, disregarding
changes in disturbance suppression ability,
deterioration in robust performances is governed
by the value of

We therefore condude from the right-hand side
of (18) that for a given reference input, there are
three factors that contribute to Jf, through
@d(@).
1. The effect of the term [(G G,)/G0]T', in the
numerator is independent of the phase angle
of [(G - Go)/Go]T',. We call this the phaseinsensitiuefactor.

-

2 The effect of the term 1+ [(G - G~)/G]~',
in
the denominator depends on the gain and
phase margins of [(G - G,)/G~]~',.We call
this the stability margin factor.

3. The effect of the term 1- T{ depends on the
existence of unstable zeros of Go within the
passband of
FaG,,].
We call this the
unrtabk-zeros-dependentfaeror.

r{=

By using (18) and (19), we can write the
signal-to-noise ratio associated with the closedloop output error as

This equation indicates that for a given reference
input and noise disturbance scenario. only an
increase in the magnitude of the . phase
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insensitive iacror can increase the signal-to-noise
ratio of the closed-loop output error. We now
summarise the above discussions as follows.
Conclusion 9.
1. There are three factors that can muse the
performance robustness to deteriorate: the
phase-insensitive factor. the stability margin
factor and the unstable-zeros-dependent fac-.
tor. Among these, only the phase-insensitive
factor can contribute to improving the
signal-to-noise ratio associated with the
closed-loop output error.
2. When the unsthle-zems-dependent factor or
the stability margin factor are the main causes
of deterioration in robust performance. the
signal-to-noise ratio associated with the
dosed-imp output error may be poor, and it
may be d i c u l t to obtain a practically
unbiased estimate of R', with a small
asymptotic normalized variance. This may
cause subsequent di6icuities in continuing the
iterative identfication and control design
prom.

Remarla.
From (18), it is dear that @v&(o)cannot be
large in the frequency range where the.
designed sensitivity function has small magnitude. This implies that the frequency range
[a,, 021 e m p h a s i i in Section 4 cannot be
weU below A{..
From the definitions of the phase-insensitive
factor and the stability margin factor, we can
deduce that it is possible to estimate R{
accurately only in the frequency range where
the designed cornpiemenmy-sensitivity function weighted multipLicative modelling error
has large magnitude and small phase lag. This
implies that the frequency range [cut, WZ]
cannot be well above & (where p', has small
magnitude and large phase lag).
When the stability margin factor or the
unstable-zerosdependent factor are the main
causes of deterioration m robust performance,
it may be diEicult to obtain a n accurate
estimate of R',. This may lead to premature
termination of the iterative identilitation and
control design process. In particular, when the
existing model Go has unstable zeros within
the passband of the designed closed-loop
t m f e r function T',, the designed sensitivity
(unstable-zerosdependent Factor) may have
large magnitude in a certain frequency region.
This fundamental limit in control performance
(discussed in Freudenberg and Looze, 1985)
causes a deterioration in designed and robust

.ee er al.
performances with no improvement in the
signal-to-noise ratio associated with the
closed-loop output error.
6. IDENnFICATION AND VALIDATION OF NEW

MODELS

In Section 4.2 we have shown that under noisy
conditions. the accuracy of the identified model
can be improved by increasing the signal-tonoise ratio associated with the closed-loop
output error. It was also shown that this is
equivalent to having a certain level of deterioration in robust performance relative to the effect
of noise disturbance. It is clearly undesirable
@m the control point of view for robust
performance to deteriorate too seriously; whiIe
on the other hand it is necessary to have a
sufscientIy high signal-to-noise ratio in the
closed-loop output error before identificzition
can successfully-be carried out. Furthermore, it is
important to ensure that a model with the right
properties is identified. We should therefore like
to ask-the following practical questions.
1. When should we try to identify a better
model?

2.. Have we actually identified a good model for
our purpose?
Before we can answer these questions, we
need methods for validating an identified modeL
In Section 6.1 we describe a frequencydomain
method for model validation. In Section 6.2 we
give a timedomain method for model validation.
In Section 6 3 we draw on the results of Lee et
aL (1994), which compared the two methods of
model validation and suggest a procedure for
identifying a better model.
6.1. A frequency-domain method for model
uafidation
In the following we present a model validation
method in the frequency domain. It should be
emphasized that the model validation procedure
is designed with the closed-loop control objective
inmind
Recall that, given the existing model Go,it is
necessary to identify an improved model GI
when J/= ilu{ll$ is excessively large. Evidently
46 could be large (implying undesirable
performance) with one or both of y', and 4
large. If the former is larger, there is a potential
to reduce it by improved model identification.
But this only works (in a patticular frequency
band [a1,021) if the signal-to-noise ratio is
sufficiently high. Specifically, when only finitely

many input-output measurements are available
for identifying R!, (which parametrizes G), it was
shown in Section 4.2 that the normalized
variance of k', is small only if the signal-to-noise
ratio S,{(~)/@A(J) associated with ti = u&+
w', is sufficiently high. Obviously, then one
needs to estimate power spectra for wo anduo
(or more precisely 4,). We now proceed as
follows.
From uo= (To - %)r and to=vo+wo, we
observe that when r =0, the sole contributor to
tois wo.Therefore we can compute '&o(w) after
measuring
with r = 0. When r f 0, we have
to=vo + w, Assuming that v, and wo are
uncarreiated (which follows if r and e are
uncorrelated-a
typical situation), @ d o )=
@,(a) +@%(&I). By visual comparison of
a d w ) with @,(w), we evaluate the si@cance
of @,(o) with respect to Sw0((o). If @&o)is
siguificantly larger than ad(-) in a frequency
band spanning one decade and centred around
A/ (when the designed closed-loop bandwidth is
A/), the model Gois invalidated for the design of
closed-loop systems with bandwidths larger than
or equal to
The method just described can also be used to
validate GI after it. has been identified (both
before and after model reduction is performed).
We simply repiace Go by 4, whiie retaining Kf,
in the simulation of the designed closed-loop
response to the reference input. This allows-usto
compute 6, and its power spectrum a&). By
visually comparing a6,(o) with Q,d(o), we have
good confidence that GIis a reliable model of G
(whenthe designed closed-loop bandwidth is A&)
if at,(o) is comparable to a d ( @ )up to A&

6.2 A timedomnin method for model validnnbn
We now describe a time-domain model
validation method. This is useful both for
establishing that Go should be rejected (that is,
as a flag for re-identification) as well as for
validating a new model, GI,
replacing Go.
Referring to Fig. 3 and (10). we notice that
eB= LEI when % = 1, where eBis the prediction
error (also known as the residual). We also
observe from (9) that GI = Gowhen
0, and
from (11) that 6, = ti when GI= GO.Therefore
wehaveeB=L4/,when%=1 andk/,=o.l%s
suggests that Go should be rejected if the
cross-correlation of the prediction error ea with
the future values of 'input' Z exceed its (30)
confidence limits when lid,=1 and &=0. This
reasoning is independent of the true \Y", See
Ljung (1987) for more details of model
validation by corretation techniques. (Actually it
is also easy to apply the same method to
validate a pair of newly identified R/ and @$

a!,=
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before ki is used to calculate GI. We simply
check that the correlation of e, with the future
values ot G are within their respective conlidence
intervals.)
6.3. Idenrificarion of a better model

The methods of model validation described in
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 were compared critically in
Lee et al. (1994). The key conclusions of that
study are summarized in the following.
Correlation function estimates and power
spectrum estimates are both usehri for model
validation where the goodness of fit is based
on a closed-loop control criterion.
Correlation function estimates are more
sensitive than power spectrum estimates in the
sense that the former tend to invalidate a
model before identifying a better model is
necessary and possible. This does not imply
that the correlation method is useless. On the
contrary, it suggests that the correlation
method is useful for detecting incipient
modelling errors.
'Power spectrum estimates not only suggest
when a model becomes inadequate, but they
also indicate the frequency range in which the
signal-to-noise ratio is high for identification
There is a limit on the achievable accuracy for
performing identification on closed-loop systems if existing controllers are designed on the
basis of models with unstable zeros. (Recall
the effect of the =table-zeros-dependent
factor remarked upon at the end of Section 5.)
Therefore prior knowledge of unstable zeros
in the existing model (say Go) is important.
Specifically, let o, be the minimum critical
frequency corresponding to the unstable zeros
of G& simulation experience.confkmed that it
is very diEcult, if not impossible, to identify a
model better than Go if A{= tw,. It should be
remarked that this is re-t
of design
tradeoa discussed in Freudenberg and Looze
(1985). as opposed to an ill-posed problem.
In genera we update Go if
(i) both methods of model validation suggest
so: and

(ii) A{<

4%

We now suggest a procedure for identifying a
better model. Notice that in the frequency range.
where the current model Go has signiscant
modelling errors. the signal-to-noise ratio of the
closed-loop output e m r can be increased by
increasing the magnitude of the reference input
or by increasing the designed closed-loop
bandwidth. If practical operation constraints do
not allow the magnitude of the reference input
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to be increased then the signal-to-noise ratio of
the closed-loop output error can only be
increased by increasing the designed closed-loop
bandwidth. This. however. has the potential
danger of causing instability in the actual
closed-loop system if the designed. closed-loop
bandwidth is increased excessively. To avoid this
danger, we proceed as follows.
1. Reduce the rate of increasing the designed
closed-loop bandwidth A, once the correlation
method for model validation has invalidated

G.
2 Attempt to identify R{ (when A. = A',) as soon
as the power spectrum method for model
validation s q e s t s that (6 has a sufficiently
high signal-to-noise ratio, provided .that

< 4mz.
.(aj:Use the collected data to identify a set of
models by experimenting with the likely
s d e l strucwes. Perform model verification on each of these models.
(b) If an identitied model is found to be
sufiiaently accurate. accept it for the next
stage of control design. Otherwise,
increase the designed closed-loop bandwidth slightly, collect - a new set of
measurements and repeat the procedures
of model estimation and.verification
(c) Repeat the last two steps until a
sufficiently accurate mode1 is obtained
and v d e d .
3. Terminate the iterative identification and
control design procedure if
to, and 56,
although unacceptably large, does not facilitate the idendication of a better model.
7. ROBUS PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

Now we know what can be idenmed and how
an identified model can be validated. We have
also indicated in Section 3 what we would like to
identify. It is therefore logical to ask the
following question.
How does. the object which we can identify
relate to the object which we would like to
identify?
The answer is that the objects are virtually the
same, although it is not obvious. What we can
identity is couched in terms of R4, and what we
would like to identify is couched in terms of GI.
We need to wnneet these characterizations. In
this section we show that, provided that certain
co~lditiomare satisfied, the conuoUer designed
on the basis of the model G, updated through an
estimate of I?{ can improve the performance
robustness of the system.
Recall from (17) that, just before we attempt
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to update the model G, through identifying RA. it
is necessam that

then
(i) GI has a reiative degree k. where

>P

/[I- T$jo)]H(jo)lZa F ( w ) for w, s w s IO,

for a sufficiently large p >O. Furthermore. it is
also necessary that ~T&w)l in the above
inequality be mainly contributed by the phaseinsensitive factor before an accurate estimate of
R', can be obtained. This implies that in order to
improve the robust performance through identification and redesign, it is necessary that the
phase-insensitive factor (which is also the
complementary sensitivity weighted multiplicative factor (which is also the complementary
sensitivity weighted multiplicative modelling
error) associated with the updated model G, and
the redesiwed controller
(while keeping
A:=A&) be small in the frequency range
Lol, o,]. Hence it is relevant to consider the
magnitude of the ratio

02].
in the frequency range [o,,
Before the main results are presented in
Theorems 3 and 4, we state a theorem (wbich
follows directly from Theorem 4 of Lee er d,
1993) that is relevant to the choice. of the
relative degree of IZf, and establish two lemmas
that we use in the proof of T h m m 3.

Theorem 2. Let the controller K& and the proper
stable t r a d e r £unction pf, designed by the IMC
method described in Section 21. Then the
relative degree of

k = min (n, q ) otherwise;
(ii) there exists a suictLy proper IMCfilter

F:= ~ 4s +(A&
)
A&
(where

'

i is an integer

F{ has a relative degree such that
proper) such that Qy =

& = [G~];'F~is

,

[G1]:'fi
has at least the relative degree
of Q&
( i if GI has no zeros along the imaginary axis
then Qy/Q'o is bounded along the imaginary
axis: in particular, there exists a finite 6 such
that

Pmof. (i) There are three cases to be mnsidered,namelyq=n; q C n a n d q > n .
For the case where q i n , consider

iims"Go= cl, cl #0,
C

.

and

we have

is given by

re1 deg {R&)= rnin (re1deg (G), re1 deg{Go}).
Remark. The relative degree of the shictfy
proper plant G is usually unknown. It is
therefore necessary to allow, in the identification
of R!,, the relative degree of
to take the
smallest possible value of one.

a&

L e m 1. Suppose that GOhas a relative degree
of n 2 1, Qi = [Go];'F$ is proper, and fi6 has a
relative degree of q 1. If GI is updated
according to

=

.

Hence the relative degree of G, is k r q = n
Next consider

lim sPG

s---.

svag
- lim s4G0+-1
lim
+ @$?lo

I-*-

for.q < n. CIeaiy,
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since Q&is proper and Go has a relative degree
larger than q . Therefore the relative degree of
GI is k = q < n .
Similar considerations applying to

s"k6
,
l + Qf&il,

lim s"G, = lim snG,+ lim
I

4

x-

for q > n will lead to the conclusion that the
relative degree of GI is k = n <q.
(ii) It follows immeditately' from the above
that Q: = [G~],'fl has at least the relative
degree of Q&= [Gojm1F{if

( - S+A{
)A{

irk-n

Obviously, sinre k 2 1 and the relative degree of
F$ is at least n. f l is strictly proper.
(ii Now it is easy to conclude that for the
above choice of fl, Q:/& is proper. Therefore
if GI has no zeros along the imaginary axis and
Go has no poles along the imaginary axis then
Q?iQ{ is bounded along the imaginary axis and
there exists a finite S such that
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(such as Go)has no unnecessary poles near the
imagina~axis.
Lemmn L If Goand GI are strictly proper stable
models of the plant C, and 76 = G0Q6 is the
closed-loop transfer function. where @
, is
designed by the IMC method. then there exists a
finite r] such that

Proof: Clearly the transfer function GI - Go is
stable. Also, from the facts that T&= G,,a and
that the
designed by the IMC method is
proper and stable, it is easy to conclude that

is proper and stable.

Remarks.
It wiU be dear from Theorem 3 that it is
undesirable for t ) to be&me excessively large.

Remarks.
It will be clear from Theorem 3 that it is
undesirable for 6 to become excessively large.
S
i
n
c
e all poles of Go that are also poles of G
are aiways retained by a well-identified GI, it
is clear that poles of GOthat are also poles of
G, even if they are near the imaginary axis,
will not cause 6 to wume an excessively large.
value.
Zeros of G, near the imaginary axis for
ol S w S o, may not appear as zeros of G,,.
However, these zeros would be zeros of the
plant G if GI is a well-identified model of G
for o15 w 5 o,. This would happen only if we
increased the closed-loop bandwidth to the
frequency range where the plant has (stable
or unstable) zeros near the imaginary axis,and
the controller has excmiueiy [urge gain.
Therefore we can prevent 6 from being
excessively large by observing well-known
desipn guidelines.
If Go has poles near to the imaginary axis for
o, s o
that are not poles of the pptant G
then a weil-identified niodel GI for G either
will have no poles at these locations or will
have approximate.pole zero cancellations at
these locations. in these situations 6 may
become excessively large. It is therefore
imponant to verify that an identifiededmodel

=

7 may bewme excessively large if GI has poles
near the imaginary axis for olS o 5o, that
are not poles of &C and if A{ is very near to
the critical frequencies of these poles.
However, this is impassible because if GI were
a well-idenaed model of the plant G then G
would have poles near to *j& that are not
poles of Gw Under these conditions, the actual
closed-loop system T{ would be unstable or
almost unstable. Furthermore, A{ cannot be
close to the zeros of Go near the imaginary
axis for cu, S o so;,because this will result in
a controller with an excessively l q e gain in
that frequency range. Hence, by ensuring that
the actual closed-loop system T{ is far from .
instability (recall the guidelines given at the
end of Section 6.3) and by observing
well-known controller design guideiines, we
automatically prevent r] from taking excessively large values.

Theorem 3. Let GO be a stable strictly proper
mode1 of the plant G. Suppose that G is
stabilized by the controller K$ desiped according to the IMC method described in Section 2.1,
and hence has the description

where

a= [G~I;~F{,

(21)

with [GO], the minimum-phase factor of Go. Let

.le er al.
G, be a stable strictly proper model of G
updated according to

where 86 is an estimate of R',
Suppose that

(i)

is designed according to the IMC method
with A: = A&

Substituting (25) into (23) allows us to write

Since GI'and Go are strictly proper stable
transfer functions. and 75 =Go& with &C
proper and stable. it FoUows from Lemma 2 that

(ii) the conditions set out in Lemma 1 are
satisfied.

Then, for each

w

in [wt,y] such that

R'o(jo)+O,

sup Il+ .
W,S~SW

Furthermore, fiom Lemma 1, we have

Therefore

where

Proof. By direct substitution, we can write
We noted immediately from Theorem 3 that if

Now (20)-(22) allow us to write

in the frequency range [ol,y] then the-..
phase-insensitive factor associated with GIand
? will be much smaller in magnitude thih tbat.
associated with Go and F4 in the same frequency
range. We now prove a stronger result.
Theorem 4. Suppose that

Duect calculation with the last two equations
gives

Recalr that Go= [G0],[Go],, and F< = F/o[Go].;
we can therefore rewrite (24) as

for orl c w s w=. Then the tracking error vy
resulting from
(with A: = A{) designed on thebasis of
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has a power spectrum approximated as

Proof. It can be shown that the tracking error
induced by the model error associated with GI
and when the designed closed-loop transfer
function is
is given by
dl*

Fig. 7. @,(u) when h = 1.5 rads-'.

Therefore

for cut 5 o 5 y,we have, irom Theorem 3,

for ru, c o c o,It follows that

Theorems 3 and 4 together show that if the
ehase-insensitive factor associated with G'o and
Ti was the main reason for poor robust.
performance then the pair GI and
with a
much smaller magnitude of phase-in-sensitive
factor, attains a much better robust performance
if Gl has no unstable zeros in the pass band of
We therefore have the foUowin8 conclusion, which should be read in conjunction with
Condusions 7 and 9.

4
.

Eig. 5. Frequency response of model Go.

e,

z.
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F$. 6. Validating G,,
(A,, = 1.5 rads-').
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Conclusion 10. If a practically unbiased estimate
of 36 with a sufiiciently smail normalized
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Fig. 9. Validatiag Go (A/.= 3 radr-I).

-

Fig. 12. Validating A6 and Vh (

~ 6 =3rads-I).

w*
Fig. 10. rD,(u)when ~ 6 3rads-I.
=

variance can be obtained over the frequency
range wt w 5y, with b$ and GIsatisfying the
constraintJ stated in Lemmas t and 2; then it is

possible to achieve robust performance
improvement through wntroUer redesign if the
unstable zeros of G, are outside the designed
dosed-loop passbaad.
8. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we show by a simulation
example thaf through the method outlined
above, it is possible to increase the bandwidth of

a dosed-loop system to its fundamental limit

nVI

Fig. 14. Frequency response of model GI.

Fig. 11.

wu)when A', = 3 rad

s-1.

imposed by the unstable zeros of the plant,
given that the initiai model has signi6cant
modelling errors in the high-frequency region.
In the following the plant involved is a
simulated flexible-link robot ann whose aadsfer
function G has poles at s = -0.0996 k ~3.0017,
-0.3339 & j12.131 and 1.845 j31.481, zeros at

-

*
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Fig. 15. Validating GI(A{= 12rads-I).

4.

Fs 16. cpw(to) when A[=

12rads-'.

I635

generated via Matlab uslng a normal distribution
with zero mean and standard dev~at~on
0.05.
During the verification step. one also uses a zero
reference Input response.
When the designed closed-loop bandwidth is
increased to 1.5 [ads-'. the method of correlations (see Fig. 6) shows that Go is not a good
model of G. whereas the method of power
spectra (compare Figs 7 and 8) shows that the
tracking enor is still insignificant. In fact. we are
unable to identify a better model than Go at this
stage. However. as was suggested at the end of
Section 6.3, the rate of increasing the designed
closed-loop bandwidth is reduced at this stage.
When the designed closed-loop bandwidth has
reached 3rads-', the method of correlations
(see Fig. 9) and the method of power spectra
(compare Figs 10 and 11) both indicate that Go is
not a good model. In particular, comparison of
Figs 10 and 11 indicates that the dosed-loop
output error has a high s~gnal-to-noiseratio at
around 12 rad s-' . The identified
and @ are
validated by the method of correlations (see Fii.
12) before 86 is used to calculate GI. The
resulting G, is validated by the method of power
spectra (compare Figs 13 and 10). Figure 14
shows the frequency response of GI. Note that
GI has poles at s = -0.0895 fj3.0026, -0.4834
jl2.03 and -2.475 j31.502, zeros at s =
-12967, -7.336 +jll.05 and 9.098 4 j12.07, and
G,(0)=0.5189. Using GI, it is possible to
increase the designed closed-loop bandwidth to
12rads-' before it is necessary to identifg a
better modeL At this stage, the method of
correlations (see Fig. 15) and the method of
power spectra (compare Figs 16 and 17) both
indicate that GI is not a good model. At this
stage, the iterative identiiication and control
design process has to be terminated, because we
are unable to identify a better model despite
considerable efforts and numerous attempts.
Notice that the designed dosed-loop bandwidth
(12rads-I) is close to the critical frequency
corresponding to the umiable zeros of GI (at
s = 9.098 $2.07) and G (at s = 7.169 f j11.54).
From the view point of control design, it follows
from Freudenberg and Looze (1985) that, owing
to the presence of the unstable zeros of GI and
G, the system has reached its fundamental
performance litation.

*

4

0

-

Fig. 17. cp,(o) when A{ = 12rads-'.

s = -13.162,

*

-10.646 jl2.27 and 7.169 rt
jllslr. and G(0) = 0.5196.
The initial model Go is an open-loop
description of G up to and including its first
resonant frequency (see Fig. 5). Go has a pair of
poles at s = -0.0903 j3.00n, a zero at
s = -13.31, and Go(0) = 0.5188.
In this example all identification experiments
are performed in closed loop. The input
consisted of four periods of a zero-mean square
wave of amplitude 1 and period alA,where A is
the designed closed-loop bandwidth. The plant
output was corrupted by a 'white' noise process

*

*

*

We have examined a number of crucial
questions that arise in the windsurfer approach
for the case of stable plants with no zeros on the
imaginary axis. Among the issues that we have
clarified are the following.

Scien~cs. Under Contract F4%20-B-C-0011 W. S. Lee
wishes to thank Dr Robert R. Bitmead for valuable advia?.

1. When can one redesizn the controller and

expand the closed-loop bandwidth. without
re-identifying?

2. When should one re-identify?
3. What does one want to identify in the
re-identification procedure?

can one identify in the re-identification
procedure?

4. What

In order to check if an identified model is
actually zood for our purpose, we have
presented two methods for vaiidating an
identified model experimentally before it is
employed in controller redesign.
The main conclusion of this paper is that,
given a strictly proper stable model of a strictly
proper stable plant, it is pmsible to improve the
robust performance of a closed-loop system
through the windsurfer approach if
(i) the deterioration in performance robusmess
caused by increasing the closed-loop bandwidth is mainly contributed by the phaseiasensitive factor;

(u) the deterioration in performance robustness
caused by increasing the closed-loop bandwidth resulted in a sufiicienty high signalto-noise ratio ass&ated
loop output error;

with the closed-

(5) the designed closed-loop bandwidth has not
appached the minimum critical frequency
coxmqcmding to the unstable zeros of the
piant or the existing model.
authors wish to acknowledge the
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Gowmomt under the Coopetative Rtscsrch Cmmr
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